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Request for Program Title Modification
College:
Fanshawe College
Current Approved Program Title:
Business Fundamentals
Current APS Number:
01280
MTCU Code:
Our current MTCU code is 40231 but the program is transitioning to the Business Fundamentals
Program Standard MTCU 40208 as of September 1, 2018, per Ministry directive.
Proposed New Program Title:
Business Fundamentals - Entrepreneurship
Implementation Date (Start date of the cohort that will be taking the program with the new title):
September 1st, 2018
Rationale for New Title:

Our certificate program titled Entrepreneurship is currently offered under MTCU 40231 (APS 01280). It
will comply with and be mapped to Business Fundamentals Program Standard MTCU 40208 as required
by the Ministry, however, we request consideration to retain the Entrepreneurship modifier.
This program is designed to extend the students’ learning into the areas of full business plan
creation/implementation, small business management and entrepreneurship as a career choice. These
additional learning outcomes are reflected in the proposed modifications below. The proposed title
modifier Entrepreneurship conveys important information to prospective students as to the level of
insight this program delivers into the challenges and rewards of business ownership.

Indicate Program Advisory Committee (PAC) and College Support for the title change:
Please see the attached letter of support from the Program Advisory Committee.
Program Vocational Learning Outcomes
(please clearly indicate the proposed modifications- where applicable):
MTCU 40208 Program Standard:

As discussed, Fanshawe’s program extends the students’ learning into the areas of
entrepreneurship and full business plan creation/implementation. As such, the proposed
modifications to the 40208 Standard are shown below in red:
1. identify factors that have an impact on an organization’s business opportunities.
2. explain the impact of corporate sustainability*, corporate social responsibility and ethics on an
organization’s business initiatives.
3. use current technologies to support an organization's business initiatives.
4. apply basic research skills to support business decision making.
5. perform basic accounting procedures and financial calculations to support the operations of an
organization.
6. describe marketing and sales concepts used to support the operations of an organization.
7. develop strategies for ongoing personal and professional development to enhance work performance.
8. outline the functional areas of a business and their inter-relationships.
9. create a business plan that meets the comprehensive information requirements of the business and
its prospective financiers and partners.
10. apply credit acquisition and management techniques appropriate to small business enterprises.
11. evaluate the business environment to understand the risks and opportunities specific to business
ownership.
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